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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The survey of Protestant church recreational activities
in the neighborhoods of Dorchester, Massachusetts, the results
of which are presented in this thesis, was outlined by the Re-
search Bureau of the Greater Boston Community Council. As a
background for its community planning the Council is inter-
ested in determining to what degree the need for leisure time
activities is being met in the various sections of the city.
The churches as a rule do not analyze their types of programs
or systematically keep statistics on attendance as is the case
with settlements and municipal recreation centers. According-
ly, very little has been known about the extent of their total
i
contribution in this regard. Until this is determined v;ith
some degree of accuracy those who are concerned with planning
for the over-all needs of the community cannot know whether
recreational needs are being over- or under-served.
The churches, while they are among our most important
social institutions are sometimes overlooked by community
planners. H. Paul Douglas of the Federal Council of Chxirches
of Christ in America said recently in a personal letter: "I
think it is only recently that recreational sTirveys have paid
much attention to chxirch recreation.
"
This study is an attempt to record what the Protestant
eh\u*ches of a representative metropolitan area are doing for

2youths and adults by way of providing facilities and leadership
for their leisure time needs apart from the formal religious
services. The majority of the interviews upon which the study
was based took place during December, 1947, although a few were
made in January, 1948. The programs of twenty-five churches
were surveyed in all, and in tv.enty-one of the interviev\?s the
church pastor was the informant. In the remaining four inter-
views the informants were a member of a board of deacons, a
pastor's wife, a pastor's secretary, and a president of a
church women's society.
The study attempts to draw a profile of the church recre-
ation program: what age groups are chiefly served; upon what
types of activity the church places its emphasis; the relative
part played by men and women in the group activity; how many
people are reached by the church program; v/hat kinds of fa-
cilities are available.
The churches surveyed grouped themselves into ten recog-
nized neighborhoods. The number of churches per neighborhood
varied from one to four. Because a church is listed as the
only Protestant church In a neighborhood it does not mean
that there may not be other Protestant churches close by al-
though on the other side of the neighborhood boundary. For
example, one church whose property abutted the Roxbury line
and which has a rather limited program stands listed as the
only one in its neighborhood. Across the line a short dis-
tance away are several substantial Protestant churches. A

survey of the general vicinity rather than of the geographic
neighborhood would have included the Dorchester church and
the nearby ones in Roxbury and would have shown much differ-
ent results. It should be noted that though these churches
have been designated as being located in a certain neighbor-
hood, in some instances the majority of the members and con-
stituency comes from outside the area. This division into
neighborhoods, then, is somewhat arbitrary as far as the
churches are concerned but for a general picture of church
recreational activities of Dorchester as a whole it proved
to be satisfactory.
A word should be said about the classifications given
to the various groups on the church program. These classifi-
cations are; religious-social and/or service; service and
social; social; cultural or cultural-social; athletic; reli-
gious tind athletic; and a final category for any other groups
not covered by the preceding. The criterion of all cases of
the primary and secondary emphases of a group was the judg-
ment of the interviewee. No attempt was made to study the
activities that were entirely religious in content such as
prayer meetings or Sunday school.
In order that these classifications may be better under-
stood the following may serve as examples:
A. Religious-social and/or service: a Methodist youth fellow-
ship that meets weekly with a brief worship service followed

by a discussion of religious topics. Twice each month a
social gathering is held where the purpose is to have a good
time under religious auspices. Choirs, which play a large
role from the point of view of members participating and
number of sessions per year were also listed in this category,
B. Service and social : a women's group that raises money for
the church by means of card parties and other activities, and
also meets for the enjoyment of mutual companionship. Service
was interpreted to mean that an effort is made to support
worthy church or civic projects,
C. Social ; groups that had no other purpose than that of
fellowship.
D. Cult\iral or cultural- social ; a group that has a dinner
meeting once a month followed by a speaker who discusses some
topic of a civic or international nature. The group has oc-
casional outings for pleasure during the year,
E. Athletic ; a boys* basket-ball group that meets solely for
this activity,
^* Religions and athletic ; a boys ' basket-ball group that
has, in addition to sports, meetings in which matter of a
character building nature is stressed.
Members are defined as those who are formally on the
church records as communicants. Constituency is interpreted
to mean members and all others who, though not formally mem-
bers, are interested in the program of the church and

participate in it at least to some degree. The niamber of
these interested non-members is based upon the estimate of
the pastor or informant because for this group there are no
actual records kept. In the case of the smaller churches,
particularly where the pastor is acquainted with most of
those who take part, the estimate is doubtless quite accurate

6CHAPTER II
THE GROV/ING IMPORTANCE OP RECREATION
The increased amount of leisure at the disposal of modern
man is among the most striking social phenomena of our day.
"Leisure is commonly thought of as the surplus time remaining
after the formal duties and necessities of life have been at-
tended to. It is free time, enabling a person to do as he
chooses.
With the exception of the war periods when man-pov/er is
utilized to its greatest possible capacity the trend of our
world is to furnish men with an ever- increasing amount of free
time. The contrast of labor's working week of forty hours
with the seventy-hour week that was not uncommon among wage
earners of the last century is only one illustration of this.
The growing custom of pensions and earlier retirement from
gainful employment contribute their share of surplus leisure.
Periods of economic depression created hardship a century]
ago but in a country that was still predominantly rural this
enforced idleness was not the major problem that it is today
with a population that has become increasingly urbanized.
The period of depression in 1932 saw 15,252,000 persons out
1 Martin H. and Esther S. Neumeyer, Leisure and
Recreation, p. 1.

of work during November of that year. The unemployed of to-
day's cities, lacking in neighborhood cohesion, do not have
the resources for self-help of their rural ancestors, and
their enforced leisure when it comes is often a problem both
to themselves and to government.
Modern conveniences in the home have reduced the amount
of time that women once gave to domestic chores. The de-
creasing nimiber of children per family must also be reckoned
with as an element in the increasing amount of spare time
that women now have at their disposal.
These and other factors are presenting the civilized
world and particularly a United States that is urban, indus-
trial and highly mechanized with u question that demands an
answer: what are people to do with these free hours that
have been given to them?
, , , what is done with this new leisure will in a
large measure determine the quality of civilization
in coming years, Man may use this new increment of
time to destroy himself and his fellows or he may em-
ploy it to exploit some of his age-long aspirations
as expressed by philosophers, artists, and leaders.'
The world has longed for leisure but few people
have had the experience and training necessary for a
wholesale use of it. No adequate philosophy of
leisure has developed concurrent with the increased
2 Business V/eekly
,
January 18, 1953, p. 20.
3 George A. Lundberg, and others. Leisure - A Sub-
urban Study
, p. 365.

desire for free time. Consequently many have idled
away their extra time and some have misused it . . .
The results of the misuses of modern leisure must be
recognized and dealt with accordingly. The degrada-
tion of personality; the danger to health, mental
balance, and vitality; and the consequent social de-
terioration are obvious perils of misused leisure.
One of the commonest ways of utilizing leisiire is recrea-
tion. In 1930 the people of the United States spent ten
billion dollars, or one-eighth of their income, for recrea-
5tion. Catering to this demand for public recreation has be-
come the basis of many of our major commercial industries. A
wide variety of private and governmental agencies also con-
cern themselves with providing recreation that will occur in
a wholesome environment and under skilled supervision.
To define recreation is more difficult than might
be supposed, for one man*s recreation can be another
man's work. Perhaps as good a definition as any is the
simple one that recreation is what a person finds
pleasure in doing when he is not paid for it and does
not feel any kind of obligation to do it. Recreation
implies freedom of choice and action and has the quality
of bringing immediate and personal satisfaction. It is
sought for its own sake. Its direct and immediate
values are as important as the indirect benefits it con-
fers.^
In the popular mind play and recreation are often used
as interchangeable terms, Slavson makes a distinction between
the two.
4 Neijmeyer, 0£. cit , , pp. 63-64,
5 C. Gilbert Wrenn, and D. L. Harley, Time on Their
Hands
, p . xv
.
6 Ibid ,, p, 46,

9Both serve as leisure time activities; both are
motivated by pleasure and serve as diversions from the
more pressing and serious occupations of daily living.
There is, however, a very subtle difference between the
two , , . Play has an inner purpose: the piirpose of
using one*s growing powers in order that one may grow
further. Through play the child not only develops body
and intellect, but also drains off excess energy that
otherwise would be turned into himself and create ten-
sions, making him restless, irritable, and anti-social.
Recreation, on the other hand, while implying the ele-
ments of play does not suggest primary growth as play
does in the case of the child. Its value lies rather
in the fact that it serves the need for relaxation from
effort and tension. It aims at psychological and physi-
cal balance by bringing into action areas of the body
and mind that are neglected in one's daily occupations,
and to rest muscles, nerves, and brain-cells that become
tired or overstrained in the pursuit of one's daily
living and working. It is for these reasons, perhaps,
that the term "re-creation" is employed."
Even primitive tribes have their games and modes of recreai
tion but modern society, by reason of its complex nature and
greater emotional stresses, helps to bring about a greater need
for it among people. Our technological advances have placed
many individuals in jobs that are routine and monotonous and
when their hours of work are over they turn to some form of
recreation for the satisfactions that they do not find in theiii
work. Recreation helps to supply a social, cultural or crea-
tive element that, very often, people do not find elsewhere in
their daily living.
Men and women turn to some form of recreation as one
7 S. R. Slavson, Recreation and the Total Personality ,
pp. 2-3.

means of disposing of the greatly Increased amount of leisure
time that our modern age has given to them and also to obtain
emotional release. This recreation is of many kinds, catering
to all age groups, and on many different levels of social de-
sirability. To list them or to evaluate them all is outside
the scope of this study.
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CHAPTER III
PROTESTANT CHURCH ATTITUDES TOWARDS RECREATION
Since the early part of the twentieth cent-ury the Protes-
tant Church as a whole has been interested in providing for
the leisure time of those interested. This has not always
been the case. The historical relation of Christianity to
popular amusements is one of antagonism.
The conflict of Christianity with heathenism began
in the arena of the people's play. One of the broad
lines of distinction which Christians drew between them-
selves and their pagan neighbors was their refusal to
attend the Roman games. . , In this fight there was no
chance for compromise. All amusements and play of the
people vs/ere so bad that discrimination was out of the
question. The unfortunate thing is that the spirit
which grew out of this struggle has dominated so much
of the church life from that day to this. . , The
Puritans in England were as bitter against popular
amusements as were the early Christians. . . The Church
has said more against amusements than against almost
any other activity sind has made great efforts to get
people to give up their forms of play.-*-
About 200 A. D, , Tertullian told the citizens of
Carthage that "the passionate excitement of the circus
was forbidden to Christians." He called these the
"Pompa Diaboli", the devil *s games. In 1546 A.D.
Calvin, aided by the State, abolished from Geneva all
amusements which could result in harm. . , The Puri-
tans swung to the extreme in holding that all kinds of
amusements were sinful and condemning the most whole-
some sports as strongly as the worst debaucheries
The Pounding Fathers of New England brought with them
1 Henry A. Atkinson, The Church and the People *s
Play, p. 22.
2 Lee Ralph Phipps, and others. Popular Amusements ,
£P- 10-11-

the prejudices of the Old World against the frivolous and
lighter side of life. Not all of the early settlers were
sober minded but those who controlled the government and
enforced the laws were of the Puritan mind and they stamped
their convictions into the civic structure of early America,
Many individuals now living can look back at the homes of
their early childhood and see the remnants of the old Puri-
tan struggle against the amusements of the world. The New
England Sabbath and the Blue Laws were such well-known in-
stitutions as to need no further illustration here. The
Protestant Church of the days of this country's beginning,
far from fostering recreation, was its ardent opponent.
When you consider this background the present attitude
of Protestantism toward recreation has undergone a remark-
able change from that of former years. Individual denomi-
nations may still attempt to discourage particular forms of
amusement by its members, such ets dancing and card playing,
but in general the feeling of the chxarch is an actively
friendly one.
The chxirch has always been concerned with the way
its members used their leisure hoxirs, but through the
centuries and from one denomination to another, there
has been a great variation in its attitude toward recrea-
tion and its willingness to provide recreation for its
members. Today most churches enco\irage their members
to participate in wholesome recreation activities and
many of them conduct programs that promote good

fellowship among their members and afford a wise use of
their leis\ire time.^
The official church is now awake to the value of recrea-
tion in religious life. It is significant that among the
great physical training and recreation forces of our day are
the Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations
which are offshoots of the Protestant Church movement. Many
of the settlements that now furnish highly organized recrea-
tional activity in the crowded areas of cities were initiated
by churches or church men. What has happened that the church
has now become receptive and encouraging to recreational
activity?
The call for a program of leisure-time activities
supervised by the church is based upon some of the most
significant facts in modern civilization. There is
need of creating the conditions in which vital member-
ship can readily be achieved. The church faces a chal-
lenge to save whole areas of human life, both within and
without its constituency from moral disintegration and
decay. It is a challenge to prevent the spread of
morally and mentally damaging idleness. It is the chal-
lenge of billions of uniised money. To accept this chal-
lenge is not to undertake to mix oil and water. It is
an undertaking that involves saving the lost. Defective
or partial church memberships need to be reclaimed.
Lost time needs to be saved. Lost money needs to be
saved. Lost energy needs to be saved. In helping to
save all these, the church is meeting one of the most
pressing of human needs.
^
3 George D. Bulter, Introduction to Community Recrea
tion, p. 39.
4 Norman E, Richardson, The Ch\u?ch at Play
, p. 28.
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The church has felt an obligation to divert people from
some of the more objectionable forms of commercialized enter-
tainment. It has discovered that one of the best ways of
doing this is not by preaching sermons against it but by pro-
viding them with something better. This it is attempting to
do and in some cases it is doing it very successfully.
There is another motive as well. To an ever increasing
degree men and women are becoming less theologically minded.
Like any other social institution of our day the Protestant
Church is finding that in order to survive it must serve the
needs of people • Many of the church's recreational groups
raise attractive sums of money to aid the church budget. New
members are frequently first attracted by a church recreation-
al a ctivity and then gradually drav/n into the main stream of
the church life. Recreational activity today has a very
necessary survival value for the Protestant Church. To how
much recreational activity a church may commit itself without
loss to its original function is a difficult but pertinent
question. In a footnote to his Varieties of Religious Ex-
perience William James comments that "when a church has to
be run by ice cream, oysters and fun it is in a bad way".
This is not the place for extended comment on this fact. It
is sufficient to point out how far some of the churches have
come from the habits of their ecclesiastical predecessors.
Church recreational activities are sometimes well patronized
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when the religious services are not.
But whatever the prompting motive the Protestant churches
now generally cultivate an interest in leisure and in extra-
religious activities.
• . • the emphasis of the Catholic Church is chiefly
upon dogma and doctrine. Hence the relation of the
church to leisure in the sense of extrareligious ac-
tivities is chiefly a Protestant subject. Furthermore,
since the early part of the tvventieth century the
Protestant churches have become more and more inter-
ested in leisure. This interest manifested itself in
the development of the "institutional" church which set
out to become a seven-days-a-week chiirch. Its program
demanded a church house, or, as it soon came to be
called, a "plant" in which the extrareligious activi-
ties of the church were carried on, with a director for
these activities, , • The Protestant churches devoted
themselves to the problem of leisure and became pioneers
in developing social and recreational programs as an im-
portant part of church work. The institutional church
of the Protestants has become a model for all churches
which wish to add a definitely social program to their
religious prograjn. Whatever moves the Jewish and Catho-
lic churches have made in this direction have been
patterned chiefly after the Protestants
A typical Protestant attitude toward recreation was ex-
pressed by one of the pastors interviewed in the course of
this survey:
I wish our church could enlarge greatly its recrea-
tional program. I would like a bowling alley, meeting
rooms, and a gymnasium, Dorchester is a changing com-
munity and while the primary business of a chiirch is re-
ligion it should provide recreation. This type of com-
munity requires an institutional type of church. There
are many young people and no Y.M,C.A. in this section.
5 George A. Lundberg, and others. Leisure - A Sub
urban Study
, pp. 197-198.

Another said, "A church should not be a Y.M.C.A. but activi-
ties lend life to the church."
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CHAPTER IV
THE COMMUNITY OF DORCHESTER
In dealing with the leisure time of any group of people
it is necessary to become involved with the historical back-
ground as well as with the present sociology of the area.
The importance and the influence of social institutions can-
not be understood unless they are placed against a background
of fact. The Protestant churches of Dorchester are the pro-
ducts both of history and changing modern conditions. The
first has given them a long tradition and the second is a
challenge to their existence.
HISTORIC BACKGROUND
The settlement of Dorchester arose from the same influ-
ences in England, which two years before, had settled the
town of Salem, Massachusetts, and ten years earlier had sent
the Leyden refugees to Plymouth. Of the active promoters of
Puritan emigration. Rev. John Yifhite, Rector of Trinity Parish,
Dorchester, England, was the most prominent.
In the early summer of 1630 Winthrop and a band of be-
tween nine hundred and a thousand settlers landed in America,
Of the Dorchester company the larger part landed at Savin
Hill, then called Mattapan. The establishment of a church by
the Dorchester group of 140 members was coincident with the

settlement, its organization having been perfected in England
prior to the departure of the "Mary and John".
The settlement was called after the old town in England
from which so many had come, and they fiirtherraore wished to
do special honor to the Rev. Mr. White, who was the soiirce of
\
so much help to them before their departure. It was incor-
porated as a town September 7, 1630; and annexed to Boston
June 4, 1869
The first meeting house was built in 1631. The building '
was palisaded and guarded against the Indians, and was used
as a depot for military stores. It served the needs of the
people for fourteen years but in 1645 the growing needs of
the Plantation demanded that "for peace and love*s sake there jl
shall be a new meeting house". !
The First Parish in Dorchester is still an active church
and functions under vigorous leadership. It is now affiliated!
with the American Unitarian Association. The pastor estimates!
that only five per cent of its adult membership lives within
a half-mile urea of the church, and that ninety-five per cent
[
of the population living in the immediate neighborhood are
|
communicants of the Roman Catholic Chtirch. While not all of
1 Towns of New England and Old England , issued by The
State Street Trust Company of Boston, 1920, p. 13.
2 William Dana Orcutt, Good Old Dorchester
, p. 233.

the Protestant churches face this situation it is not an un-
usual one. Although many of the Protestant churches have
been long established most of them have seen their neighbor-
hoods change from areas predominantly Protestant to non-
Protestant •
MODERN DORCHESTER^
Dorchester was selected for this recreation survey of
Protestant churches because it is regarded as a typical ur-
ban community. Dorchester North and Dorchester South had
in 1940 a total population of 201,360. More than 56,000
under eighteen years of age live there. There are 48,954
households. The foreign-born white of Dorchester North are
24.6% of the population; in Dorchester South they are 25.9^.
j
The Russian-born represent the largest foreign-born group in
all of Dorchester.
The density of Dorchester North is slightly above that
of the city as a whole and is lower than that in eight other
of the fifteen Health and Welfare Areas of Boston. People in
Dorchester South live less closely than in ten of the Health I
ii
and Welfare Areas.
The fifteen Health and ¥?elfare iireas of Boston, two of
3 Source: Research Bureau, Greater Boston Community
Council, All figures based on 1940 census.

which are Dorchester North and Dorchester South, are further
subdivided into sixty- three neighborhoods. The neighborhood
boundaries have been determined in accordance with local
tradition, but with slight modifications arising out of an
effort to have the boundaries conform, whenever possible, to
census tract lines. The churches studied group themselves in
ten of these neighborhoods. One of the churches which falls i
in the Dorchester North Health and Welfare Area is in a cen-
|
sus tract (Q 5) that is included with the Roxbury neighbor-
hoods. This is the one Dorchester church that is listed
under the neighborhood of Dudley Street East. Not all of the
Dorchester neighborhoods are represented by Protestant
churches. Table I, on Page 21, illustrates how the neighbor-
hoods studied compare with other Boston neighborhoods. It
indicates that Dorchester neighbors cover a wide range of de-
sirability and thus represent a fair cross -section of the
city.
Many old Dorchester residents have a keen sense of pride
in the historical traditions of their community but most resi-
dents seem to identify with their particular neighborhoods
rather than with Dorchester as a whole. The Dorchester mini-
sters, for example, do not meet regularly with each other in
a ministerial association. Many of them are not acquainted
with each other. Their professional associations are on a
definitely casual basis as far as Dorchester is concerned.

TABLE I
FAVOMBILITY RANKING OF THE DORCHESTER NEIGHBORHOODS
WITH THE SIXTY-THREE NEIGHBORHOODS OF BOSTON
FOR FIVE FACTORS^ INDICATIVE OF ECONOMIC SECURITY,
THREE FACTORS INDICATIVE OF HOUSING CONDITIONS,
AND TV.O FACTORS INDICATIVE OF SOCIAL BREAKDOVVW
INVOLVING CHILDREN*^
„ , ^, . ,
,
, _ , Sum of RanksRank Neighborhood Factors
12 Franklin Park (D.N.
)
156.0
14 Neponset (t).S.) 157.5
15 Ashmont (D.S.) 163.5
16 Dor. Lower Mills (D.S.) 176.5
18.5 Codman Sq. So. (D.S.) 202.0
22 Codman Sq. No. (D.N.) 231.5
27.5 Field* s Corner (D.N.) 277.0
27.5 Upham's Corner (D.N.) 277.0
42.5 Grove Hall E. (D.N.) 415.5
59 Dudley St. E. (Rox. 525.5
a Economic security factors - median rents; dependent
aid cases; old-age assistance cases; aid to de-
pendent children cases; and unemployment. Housing
factors - crowding; density; median rents. Social
breakdown involving children - juvenile court ap-
pearances; Mass. Soc. for the Prev. of Cruelty to
Children cases.
b Source: Research Bureau, Greater Boston Community
Council.
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Their natural alignment seems to be with their own denomina-
tional ministerial groups in Greater Boston.
This is typical of the modern Dorchester resident. Once
outside of his own immediate neighborhood he thinks in terms
of Boston rather than simply of the subdivision that is Dor-
chester,
Although it was not made a part of the statistical study
the mobile nature of the population made itself evident. Two
pastors spontaneously reported that only eight or nine fami-
lies in their churches own their own homes. Before the
present housing shortage many of them moved frequently. Some
of these changes of dwelling were in the neighborhood area
but over the years there has been a gradual movement of
Protestant families out of Dorchester.
This shift in the population has had its effect upon the
churches and upon their present programs.
... spontaneous and informal neighborhood life, which
formerly provided a chief use of leisure, has largely
disappeared as a result of the tremendous mobility of
modern urban society. Neighborhood life depends upon
relative stability; it cannot flourish where a substan-
tial part of the population moves every year or two.
In the city, furthermore, occupation tends to supplant
geographic location as a basis of fellow feeling and
association.
4 Lundberg, 0£. cit . , p. 6.

CHAPTER V
RECREATION IN THE DORCHESTER CHURCHES
The extent and character of the leisure time program in
j
the Protestant churches of Dorchester are limited by the nature
of the population that over a period of years has changed con-
siderably. Neighborhoods that in former years were heavily
Protestant are in many cases now numerically dominated by mem-
bers of other faiths. There is no religious census by neigh-
borhoods available but many of the pastors during the course
of interview volunteered estimates of their respective neigh-
borhoods as being "ninety-five per cent Catholic"; "ninety per
cent Catholic"; "eighty-five per cent Catholic"; "largely Jew-
ish", etc. One pastor of a church in the Codraan Square North
neighborhood said, "If Protestantism can be said to have any
strength at all in Dorchester it is in this section". Most
of the pastors seemed to be conscious of the fact that Protes-
tants represented a minority group in their respective areas, '
a fact which limited the potential support for the programs of
j
their churches. Two men expressed the opinion that their par-
ticular churches eventually would be forced to close. Another
said, "I am very pessimistic about the future of Protestantism;
in Dorchester",
The twenty-five churches include many of the major
Protestant denominations. The Baptists are represented by six

churches, the Episcopalians and Methodists by five each, the !
i
Congregationalists by four, the Unitarians by two, the Uni-
versalists and Lutherans by one each. There is also a feder-
ated church that is composed of both Methodist and Congrega-
tionallst elements. The manner in which these churches are
distributed in the Dorchester neighborhoods is indicated in
Table II, Page 25.
The total Protestant constituency of 23,164 persons in-
cludes families which were once members in residence of a
particular Dorchester neighborhood but have since moved away
to other communities. They continue to make an effort to
keep up active relationships with their former churches and
many travel long distances in order to attend religious ser-
vices and group meetings.
One pastor estimated that only one per cent of his
church's entire constituency came from within a half-mile area
of the church. Many live in Arlington, Milton and other parts
of Boston and environs. Another stated that while adults are
sometimes willing to return to their old neighborhoods at the
cost of some inconvenience in order to meet old friends and
continue old associations their children do not have this in-
centive and that therefore the constituency of the churches
would eventually dwindle in size because the percentage of
religious commuters was so high. Table III, Page 26, indi-
cates that constituents under twenty-one years of age tend to
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TABLE III
PER CENT OP CHURCH CONSTITUENCY
LIVING WITHIN ONE-HALF MILE AREA OP THE CHURCH
Per Cent of Number of Chvirchea with Constituency
Constituency Over 21 Yrs. Under 21 Yrs.
Under 10 per cent 3 2
10 - 19 1 1
20 - 39 3 1
40 - 59 8 2
60 - 74 4 10
75 and over 6 9
I
f J
Of ^
come more from the immediate vicinity of the church than do
their elders.
QUANTITATIVE SmiMARY
The twenty-five churches show a total of 194 sub-
organizations and stated activities, other than general re-
ligious services, Sunday school, and other groups of an en-
tirely religious nature. This is an average of nearly eight
per church. The aggregate membership of these recreational
organizations which are a part of the churches ' own program
is 6,093. This figure includes overlapping memberships.
Although on the surface this would seem to indicate that,
roughly, somewhat less than one-fourth of the constituency
are involved in the recreational side of the church programs
it is probably less than this, Protestants frequently belong 1
to two, three or more subsidiary organizations of the church
but no attempt has been made to trace the degree of over-
lapping membership.
This membership participates in 5,558 sessions to attain
a total of 112,244 average yearly attendance units for groups
that are part of the churches* own program, excluding special
events. The over-all average number of participants per ses-
sion for all age groups was twenty. There is no doubt that
the churches, as social institutions, make substantial con-
tributions to the recreational life of the community.

Chart I, page 29, classifies these subsidiary recreation-i
al organizations within the church according to the age
levels of the participants, and shows tMr relation to each
other. The chart indicates average attendance, number of
sessions, number of groups and from the combination of the
three blocks a clear total picture of attendance is depicted.
It is to be noted that the church program is decidedly
adult-centered. Adults, twenty-five years and over, have the
greatest number of organizations and the greatest number of
sessions. Prom the point of view of niirabers adults are
heavily in the lead with 4,437; young adults with 780; youth
with 823; and children with fifty- three members.
Although there is considerable difference in the amount
of activity offered for the various age levels the average
attendance per session for each of these groups is very close,
ranging from seventeen to twenty- two.
One-half of all the groups sponsored by the churches are
female organizations. Next in number to the female groups
come mixed organizations composed of both sexes. Trailing
behind are the groups exclusively for males.
Chart II, page 30, indicates that the Dorchester
churches confirm the prevailing Impression that organization-
ally the Protestant Church is a female institution. Explana-
i
tions of this characteristic are outside the scope of this
study.
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Chart I
AVERAGE ATTENDANCE PER SESSION TOGETHER WITH NUI£BER
OF SESSIONS PER YEAR AND NUlvIBER OF GROUPS
FOR EACH AGE LEVEL"^ IN DORCHESTER
CHURCHES 1947
Children
Youth
///////I
Yoimg Adult
A/////
Adlilt
_L
Number of groups
0 I I I > I \ I L
Av, attendance per
session
-55-Children
Youth
/o jc/ 3o yo riD 40 7o go to /ctt //o /ac 'Sc
Number of sessions i j
: Under S yrs.
:9 to 16 yrs.
Young adult: 17 to 84 yrs.
Adult :85 yrs and over.
\
Chart II
GROUPS IN DORCHESTER CHURCHES,
MALES , FEl'IALES , MIXED
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The average number of organizations per church increased
with the size of the constituency as indicated by Table IV.
TABLE IV
AVERAGE NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS PER CHURCH
IN RELATION TO SIZE OF CONSTITUENCY
^ ^ Number Average NumberSize of Constituency Churches of Organizations
Less than 400 persons 9 5,5
400 - 799 10 8.3
800 - and over 6 10,5
The highest number of organizations in an individual
church was eighteen, of which twelve were women's groups.
The lowest number of recreational groups per church was two.
CLASSIFICATION OF DORCHESTER CHURCHES BY ACTIVITIES
It is understandable that the most frequent motive for
the recreational groups of the churches' own program is a
religious-social and/or service one. Probably no group sup-
ported by a church can be said to escape the religious in-
fluence entirely although a group that meets only to play
basketball in the church gymnasium doubtless would experience
only a minimum effect. However, most of the groups frankly
included the religious motive along with their service or

their sociability either as a primary or a secondary motive.
Chart III, page 33, indicates the part that the various mo-
tives play in the church recreational program. Many of these
groups with a religious-social and/or service motive have a
Sunday evening program centered around a religious theme and
meet on other occasions during the week for fellowship, fun
or service.
Table V, page 34, indicates that the religious-social
and/or service motive prevails among all age groups of the
church members. Only in the case of children under nine
years of age whose activities do not loom very large in the
broad over-all program of the church was this motive subordi-
nate to another.
SUPPLEMENTARY CHARACTER-BUILDING AGENCIES
The Protestant Churches of Dorchester, like many other
churches in other areas, make use of non-ecclesiastical
agencies designed to promote the moral and cultural develop-
ment of youth. Thirteen of the twenty-five churches have
programs that include Boy and Girl Scouts, Cubs, Brownies
and Camp Fire Girls with a total membership of 302 boys and
252 girls. Examination of church affiliation of these groups
reveals that thirteen of these groups (in nine churches) havei
membership as follows: membership in three groups is pre-
dominantly from outside the church; in two groups membership
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Chart III
PROPORTIONATE PART WHICH TYPES OF MOTIVES
OCCUPY IN TOTAL RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
OF CHURCH »S OWN ORGANIZATIONS
IN DORCHESTER
Service and
Social 21%
Cultural or
Cultural-Social
4^
.'social 1%
Athletic;
Religious and
Athletic; Other
2%
Religious-Social
and/or Service
72%
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is about evenly divided between church and nonchurch members;
in eight groups membership is predominantly from the church.
In twelve girls' groups (in eight churches) membership in one
group is predominantly from outside the church and in eleven
groups it is predominantly from the church.
It is in the Scouting program chiefly that the chxirches
make their facilities and leadership available to those of
different faiths or of no faith at all. One church reported
that out of a troop of twenty Boy Scouts sixteen of them were
Roman Catholic communicants.
Leadership in two of the Boy Scout groups is from out-
side the church but in the remaining groups, both boys and
girls, leadership is furnished by a church member. Several
of the pastors stated they would like to form additional boys'
and girls' troops but were unable to find leadership for therai
Most of the pastors reported disbandment of Red Cross
sewing groups that had been active during the Vv'ar. At
present two churches now have such sewing groups with a total
membership of twenty-five adults. Membership in one of these
groups is predominantly from outside the church while in the
remaining group the opposite is the case. Leadership is fur-
nished by the church in both instances.
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT
The physical facilities of the churches vary consider-
ably. One wealthy church with a large consituency had a pool

and billiard room equipped with easy chairs and a fireplace, |i
a gymnasium with showers and several large halls. Another
conducts its social program as well as its religious services
I
in what will later be the basement of the church when the
structure is eventually completed. All of them, however, are
equipped with kitchens, some of them possessing excellent
|
equipment in this regard. The church supper has long been a
feature of Protestant church life.
The degree to which this physical plant is used varies
with the size of the church constituency, the neighborhood in;
which the church is located, the percentage of the constitu-
ency living near the church and the organizing ability of the
pastor. A few pastors stated that their buildings were used
almost to capacity while others reported that they had ex-
cellent buildings and equipment that were used relatively
little due to dwindling constituencies. Table VI, page 37,
which indicates the relative use made of some of these church
facilities, makes it evident that most of the facilities of
the churches are in use in the one-to-five-hours per week
time bracket. The auditoriums described are separate from
the room used for public worship. Ten churches report
libraries of some description, but as a rule the volumes are
few in number and this facility is little used. Two churches
possessed separate gymnasiums.
The most popular piece of recreation equipment in the

TABLE VI
HOURS OF USE PER WEEK OF CHURCH FACILITIES
IN DORCHESTER CHURCHES
Facility Number ofFacilities
Average Number of Hours
of Use per Week
1-5 5-10 Over 10
Social halls 23 10 5 8
Small meeting rooms 117 14 5 4
Auditorium with
stage 12 3 2 7
Total 152 27 12 19
churches is the ping pong table and the churches reported
fifteen of these articles. The fact that eight churches
possess motion picture equipment indicates the growing ten-
dency to replace the once familiar stereoptican with more
modern visual aid developments. Pour churches have a total
of five pool or billiard tables. Three churches possess
shuffleboard equipment.
Outdoor facilities of the churches for recreation pur-
poses are generally negligible. A few of them use summer
camp facilities operated by their denominations. One church
owns a camp for the use of its Boy Scout members.

Three churches report that their buildings are used for
the regular meetings of groups that are not under the sponsor-
ship of the church. These groups consist of a dancing class
conducted by the local branch of the Y.M.C.A., an Armenian
women's society, and a branch group of the Federated Women's
Clubs. Beyond this there is practically no systematic use of
church facilities by outside interests for recreational pur-
poses.
Three churches are used as polling places in the munici-
pal elections and two churches have outside groups that hold
annual meetings in the ch\irch buildings. Twenty-four of the
twenty-five churches state that their facilities would be
available for occasional meetings of groups of the general
public provided that these groups were first approved by the
governing boards of the churches. The pastor who stated that
his church facilities were not available for general public
use felt that his program was so active that time and space
could not be found for them. Another pastor stated that he
did not encourage outside groups because the fire laws would
require expensive alterations in his building if this
happened. The great majority of the pastors felt that while
their churches would be available for use there are so many
nonchurch facilities accessible in the neighborhood for
functions of various sorts that the general public does not
make any request for the hospitality of the church.

SPECIAL EVENTS
Traditional in the Protestant churches are many events
of a recreational nature that play important parts in the
lives of the members. These are of many sorts and include
church suppers, pageants, cantatas, Christmas parties, ba-
zaars, card parties, dances, fairs, etc. The estimated
yearly attendance for the 502 such events in the churches of
Dorchester is 55,014. While age level at these events dif-
fers according to the program provided, in general these s pe-
cial events have an average attendance of forty-four persons
for those under twenty-one years of age and of seventy-four
persons for those above this age level.
The frequency of these events varies with their nature
and the size and interests of the constituency. Some churches
i
emphasize card parties as a means of money raising and socia-
bility while others are opposed to card playing on moral
grounds. These events in many instances are regarded as
sources of income which can be counted upon in figuring the
annual budget. But even more than this is the part they play
in giving the constituency a sense that they are part of an
intimate fellowship. However, with the exception of the
children's parties held at stated times during the year, the
general public is usually welcomed and encouraged to attend
these church functions.
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Chart IV
AVERAGE YEARLY NUMBER* OF ATTENDANCE UNITS FOR
RECREATIONAL GROUPS THAT ARE PART OF CHURCHES OVm
PROGRAM IN NEIGIIBORHOODS OF DORCHESTER, MASS., 1947.
Codman Sg.No.
Field's Corner
Upliani»s Corner
Codman Sq.So.
Lovfer Mills
AshiDont
Neponset
Dudley St.E.
Grove Hall E.
Franklin Park
O -5000 /Ooao /S'.Ooa ^0,000 ooo S<}oac>
Attendance by Units of 1000
.
29,314
Field's Corner., . 17,897
Upham » s Corner .
.
. 16,413
. 13,325
. 13,770
. 13,687
S,S74
1,886
1,836
Franklin Park... 1,848
118 ,844
^Number of sessions times average attendance per session
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CLASSIFICATION BY NEIGHBORHOODS
Table VII, page 42, and Chart IV, page 40, indicate that
the churches of Codraan Square North offer the most active
program of Protestant recreational activities. It is inter-
esting to note that the churches of Field's Corner, which
are fifth in size of constituency, rank very high from the
point of view of recreational group activity. This would
seem to indicate that energetic leadership can go a long way
in enlivening a church program and serving the community even
though it may be limited from the point of viev/ of numbers.
However, because such a large percentage of the consti-
tuency of the Dorchester churches live some distance away
from the church the success of church programs is frequently
influenced by this fact even though the membership be large*
Because of this it is instructive to look at the four Field's
Corner churches in a little more detail.
Churches #1 and #3, as shown in Table VIII, page 43,
showed the most active leadership and offered the most varied
program. The two pastors in question appear to be largely
responsible for the good showing made. They also had a de-
finite belief that they had a responsibility to serve the
general community as well as their own members. Both stated
that the facilities of their churches were used almost to
capacity.
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TABLE VIII
PROPORTION OF CONSTITUENCY OF THE POUR PROTESTANT CHURCHES IN
|
FIELD'S CORNER LIVING VilTHIN OWE-HALF MILE AREA OF THE CHURCH
Chiirche s
Per Cent of Constituency-
Living One-Half Mile from Church
Over 21 Years Under 21 Years
Chxirch #1 5 50
Chiirch #2 30 75
Church #3 90 95
Chxirch #4 50 60
The groups of both of these two churches included mem-
bers of other non-Protestant denominations who came only for
the recreational program and did not participate in the re-
ligious aspect of the churches. One of these tv.o pastors
said that frequently persons with no church affiliation be-
came interested in the church's religious services by first
becoming affiliated with one of the recreational groups of
the church. Both of these churches possess sufficient funds
and facilities to support active programs and to make them
interesting. One church (#3) because of special funds was
able to employ paid leadership of groups.
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LEADERSHIP
Group leadership in the Dorchester churches is, with very
few exceptions, volunteer in nature and unpaid. In the small-
er churches the pastors, and in many cases the pastors* wives,
take active roles in the group program. In most cases, how-
ever, leadership comes out of the groups themselves which
operate under the general supervision of the pastor. In many
groups officers are elected and program committees either
elected or appointed, and together the program, whatever it
may be, is carried out. In the more youthful groups very
often the pastor secures some interested and willing person
to act as the advisor and official representative of the
church, A great deal depends upon the pastor's energy, re-
sourcefulness, and the number of lay leaders upon whom he is
able to call for assistance. No indication was given in any
church that leaders are given any kind of special training
for leadership in recreational activity. Only in the case of
Sunday school teachers is there sometimes an exception to this
practice. Many pastors are very conscious that lack of ade-
quate leadership severely restricts the quantity and quality
of the recreational program that they would like to have,
ATTITUDES TOWARD RECREATION
No pastor or interviewee of the twenty-five churches
questioned the propriety of having recreational activity in

connection with a chiarch program. Although no statistical
count was made of it s ome of the pastors implied, though they
did not say so in" a definite statement, that their concern
for the promotion of activity in their chxirches was for the
benefit of members of their own church family. This does not
mean that they are uninterested in the problem of general com-
munity recreation but simply that they felt that this is pro-
perly the field of the city authorities and non-religious so-
cial agencies of various descriptions. Other pastors felt
that they were glad to nave nonchurch members as participants
in their groups but that the n\imber should be limited. One
pastor stated that he limits the affiliation of nonchurch
members in his groups to fifteen per cent of the group member-
ship. He stated that this is done principally in the case of
the young people because he finds that over this amount the
groups tend to become undisciplined and to fail in feelings
of responsibility about the church property. In most churches
however, the number of nonchurch members was not great enough
to present any problems and the pastors seemed to welcome
them as members.
Fifteen of the interviewees stated that they would like
to have more recreation in connection with the church; ten
stated that they believed that the needs of their church con-
stituency were sufficiently well taken care of by the present
program. Six interviewees mentioned that they would like to

expand the physical facilities of their churches in order to
take care of more recreational activities. Eight stated that
they were handicapped by lack of finances, and six stated
that the lack of leadership for groups prevented them from
doing all that they would like to do.
Eighteen of the interviewees were of the opinion that
the recreational needs of the general public in their neigh-
borhoods were not being met adequately in some particular.
Two pastors stated that they would be actively interested in
some sort of organized social action to provide more public
recreation. Seventeen of the Interviewees had never heard of
the Greater Boston Community Council,
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study has reviewed the growth in the amount of
leisure at the disposal of modern men and women and the con-
sequent increased importance of recreation. It has traced
the traditional and present-day attitudes of the church to-
wards recreation. Finally it has examined in detail the to-
tal contribution that the Protestant churches of a typical
city community make towards fulfilling the leisure time needs
of people.
In the course of this examination of the programs of the
Dorchester churches several factors seemed to stand out
clearly.
Many of the Protestant churches in the community are
having a struggle to survive and this fact is reflected in
their extra-religious programs. A minority of the churches
have ample funds and a constituency that is sufficiently
large to support a large and varied program. Most. of the
churches see themselves in a retreating position as far as
numerical strength is concerned. Pastors are not encouraged
to expand their programs when their congregations are small
dr when a large percentage of their people live elsewhere
and are in the position of religious commuters. Then, too,
struggling churches sometimes are served by student pastors

who do not have the time to devote to group organization and
^
group leadership.
The Protestant churches believe that recreational acti-
vity is a valuable adjunct to the church life. The ministers i
of the Protestant churches of Dorchester are unanimously
agreed that the leisure of the people is directly within the
province of the church. There is, however, no unanimity of '
belief regarding the obligation of the church to offer its
facilities to such members of the general public who are mem-
bers of different faiths or who are not potential members of
their own churches. All the pastors, however, are sympathet-
ic to and are willing to cooperate with those social agencies
|
that are already serving the public in the recreational fields
There is a wide discrepancy between the programs offered]
by individual churches. The richer churches naturally tend
to offer more extensive opportunities for recreation. The
poorer churches sometimes offset this advantage by aggressivei
and ingenious leadership but when this is lacking, as is
often the case, their programs suffer by comparison with
their richer neighbors.
The Protestant pastors keenly feel the need for trained
volunteer leaders to aid them in their group programs.
Ministers are trained for an individualistic type of work.
It is only the occasional clergyman who is a competent or-
ganizer and group leader. Then, too, the many duties of
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their church work keep them from intensive work with the
group life of the congregation. Because of this they must of
necessity fall back upon friendly and interested lay people.
When these are few in nvunber or poorly equipped for leader- '
ship the church program suffers.
Most church buildings are in use for only a relatively
small amount of time during the week. These tax-free struc-
tures represent, then, unused social assets of the community.
There is almost an unlimited need in most of the neigh-
borhoods of Dorchester for more recreational services, par-
ticularly as pertains to youth. Many of the pastors are
keenly conscious of this. It is too much to expect that
churches with limited funds should develop highly elaborated
programs. They cannot hope to meet the largest demands that :
are made upon them even though they would like to do so. It
is probable that most of them could do more than they are now
doing, Lundberg's study of the churches of Westchester
County indicated that enlarging a program does not bear a
direct relation to its growth in membership."^ It would be
interesting, however, to see if professional recreational
leadership could be of help to some of these churches that
now have rather meager programs.
This study does not advance the idea that it is the
1 Lundberg, 0£. cit . , p. 212.
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proper duty of the churches to engage in municipal recreation
on a large scale, Lundberg^a remarks are very much to the
point:
Ministers are beginning to question on two grounds
the value of the institutional church. They admit
that out of this movement has sprung the seven-day
church with all sorts of clubs, but they point out
that the institutional church has won no victory in
its struggle with the modern world. At the same time
although they agree that institutionalism has made the
churches more hmane, more interesting, and more so-
cially useful, they find it difficult to say whether
it has added to their growth,
2
The traditional mission of the church does not find its
completion in forums, better gymnasiums, and more Scout troope
and it is very easy to submerge a spiritual function in a
large amount of extrareliglous activity. Nevertheless, re-
creational activity under church auspices has valuable con-
tributions to make; to provide opportunities for like-minded
people to meet with and associate with those of the same or
opposite sex under wholesome conditions; to demonstrate the
spiritual content that may be present in play, work or dis-
cussion; to mobilize the leisure time of people to serve
worthy and unselfish ends.
Finally, when chiirches are located in neighborhoods
where opportunities for general public recreation are defi-
cient in quantity or quality it would almost seem that their
2 Ibid., p. 216

belief in the ideal of service would impel them to do some-
thing about it at least until such time as the needs can
be met by the civic authorities or the social agencies.
The following recommendations are suggested:
1, Since recreational leadership is one of the most dif-
ficult tasks in the ministry of the church and for 7«rhich
there is such great need some provision should be made to
stimulate recruitment and to train leaders once secured. It
would seem desirable to establish yearly institutes for the
training of church group leaders. This might be done in co- I
operation with the Community Recreation Service or the Adult
Education Center as advisors. It might be done on a city-
wide denominational basis or the Dorchester churches might
act together in its promotion. Equipment is less important
than trained leaders who have a knowledge of program materiali
and group work principles. It would not be difficult to ar-
range gatherings in cooperation with church educational
leaders and others for the purpose of demonstrating methods
of leading community singing, conducting folk dancing and
i
group games, etc. Many people, in churches and out of them,
have the willingness to lead groups and the personality suit-
able for it but shrink from the task because they lack the
technical knowledge of setting up an adequate program,
2. As a guide to pastors for discovering the adequacy of[
i
their church programs a sample testing of what their church I

members do in their spare time would be instructive. Most
pastors feel that they know their people and their needs
pretty thoroughly and their judgment of the adequacy of their
programs is based on this opinion, A sample testing would
serve as a useful check to learn statistically: what their
parishioners do in their spare time; to how many groups they
belong; whether they feel their needs are being met as far as
leisure time activities are concerned. It is of course quite
another thing to arouse people's interest after you have
learned their needs but it would seem that the first step in
that direction is an accurate set of facts as to what these
needs are,
3. The fact that seventeen of the twenty-five interview-
ees had never heard of the Greater Boston Community Council
would seem to indicate that there is a distinct lack of
knowledge of community resources. If these active and key
people of the churches have never heard of the Council it is
safe to assume that most of their constituents have not. The
Council should begin the process of education by placing the
pastors on the mailing list of the Bulletin and including
them whenever feasible in all projects affecting their com-
munity. The evidence would indicate that thus far this has
not been the case. For example, the churches might be cir-
cularized and given information about the Volunteer Service
Bureau so that church groups might sign up in units for the

purpose of giving service. The Bureau reports that some
churches do this. More would do it if they knew about it.
Similarly, the other departments and services of the Council
could he called to their attention.
'\pproved,
Richard K. Conant
Dean
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Table xv
average yearly nulvlber op special events of recreational nature,
including lectures, suppers, parties, plays
and attendance by neighborhood and age group
in dorchester protestant churches
Neighborhood
No. of
Special
Attendance Units
per Year TotalAttendance
UnitsEvents
per Year
21 Years
and over
Under
21 Years
Codman Square No. 100 8,770 5,573 14,343
Upham's Corner 101 7,490 1,395 8,885
123 6,965 3,307
Codman Square So, 63 5,605 1,895 7,500
Ashmont 36 4,485 1,465 5,950
jjOwer Mixis 2,125 930 o, 055
Grove Hall E. 21 921 558 1,479
Neponeet 10 750 990 1,740
Franklin Park 14 700 290 990
Dudley Street E. 6 380 420 800
Total 502 38,191 16,823 55,014

TABLE XVI
AVERAGE ATTENDANCE PER SPECIAL EVENT IN DORCHESTER CHURCHES BY
BY NEIGHBORHOOD AND AGE GROUP
Average No. of Attendants
per Event
21 Years Under
and over 21 Years
Ashmont 122 40
Codraan Square So. 89 30
Codraan Square No, 88 56
Lower Mills 76 33
Neponset 75 99
Upham's Corner 74 14
Dudley Street E. 63 70
Field's Corner 56 27
Franklin Park 50 41
Grove Hall E. 44 26
\
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TABLE XVII
NUMBER OP SPECIFIED RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
IN DORCHESTER PROTESTANT CHURCHES BY NEIGHBORHOOD
Neighborhood PoolTable
Ping Pong
Table
Movie
Equipment
Shuffle
-
Board
Field's Corner 2 5 1 1
Ashmont 1 1 1
Upham's Corner 1 1
Lower Mills 1 1
Grove Hall E. 1
Codman Square So. 2 2 1
Codman Square No. 1 1 1 1
Franklin Park 1
Dudley Street E. 1 1
Neponset 1 1
Total 5 15 8 3
it ;
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! • <
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1 1
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1 1
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TABLE XVIII
NUMBER OF SPECIFIED RECREATION ROOMS IN PROTESTANT CHURCHES
OF DORCHESTER BY NEIGHBORHOOD
1
Neighborhood
Auditori-
um y/ith
Stage
Social Small
Meeting
Rooms
Library
Separate
Gym-
nas ium
Field's Corner 3 4 20 1
i iishmont 1 3 16 2 1
' Uphara's Corner 3 2 15 1 1
' Lower Mills 3 17
Grove Hall E. 2 6 1
uOuiiian oquare oo • o cO XyJ
Codman Square No, 2 2 27 2
Franklin Park 1 1
Dudley Street E. 1 3 1
Neponset 1 2
Total 12 23 117 10 2
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III. Groups sponsored by church but part of program of other organizations (i.e.)
Red Cross or Scouts)
Predominant
iilembership from ILeadership from
'
( check) (check)
Group
No. of
Members
Meet-
ings
per
Year
Av.att.
per
meet-
ing
Church
Outside
Church Church
Outside
Church Comment
IV. Special events conducted by the church which are educational, communal, or
social other than those included in regular religious services (e.g. lectures,
church suppers, plays, parties).
Brief Open to
Event
descrip-
tion if
needed
How often Approximate attendance each
held per time held, by age group
year 21 & over under 2l 12 &• under
the Gen-
eral
Public Comment
...
•)
- 3 -
V. Physical facilities in addition to portion of church used
for worship: ( check)
Number of hours in
use per week already listed
Type Descriptive detail 1-5 ^-10 over 10 Jr C O li\J
Auditorium with stage capacity
Social hall with platform capAci ty
, ,
Cooking facilities t.n ^PTVP hnw mflnv'^
Small meeting rooms nuniDer ox rooms—
Gvmnfl s i uin RquippRfi for
Library LlLUIlLJrrl \.} I VlJ.l. UIMtnr^
Bowling alley
Pool table
Ping pong table
Movie equipment
Used by individ-
uals other than
members of groups
Other facilities indoor
equipment outdoor
What church facilities are available to
groups of the general public? - Free Rental How often
^iWiat organizations not under church auspices
meet regularly in the church?
-
Purpose How often
i
- u -
VI. l/Vho, if anyone, is responsible for initiating and supervising social recreation
in the church?
Responsible for (check)
Title and description
of duties
young people
(under 21 years)
adults
( 21 ano over
)
VII, Would you like to have more recreation in connection with the church?
(
Yes
chec
No
:k)
Why?
If yes . . -what prevents such an
extension of your program?
•
•
VIII. Comments by interviewer
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